Infosys and Oracle leverage Infosys Cobalt to maximize the potential of Oracle cloud applications and infrastructure to drive your business value.

**1 We transform your business.**
Our instantaneous, data-driven insights power intuitive decision-making and help you bring greater value to your organization.

A global technology manufacturer optimized its operations with a connected, observable, and sentient inventory visibility platform.

A multinational manufacturing conglomerate reimagined its field service—leading to greater efficiency and reduced downtime.

An Australian financial services company procured 80% to 90% of its applications online using an innovative platform for home loans.

Contact us at Oracle_marketing@infosys.com now to reimagine your business realities and transform to a cloud-connected enterprise with Infosys and Oracle.

Infosys Cobalt is a set of services, solutions and platforms for enterprises to accelerate their cloud journey. It offers over 35,000 cloud assets, over 300 industry cloud solution blueprints and a thriving community of cloud business and technology practitioners to drive increased business value. With Infosys Cobalt, regulatory and security compliance, along with technical and financial governance comes baked into every solution delivered.

**2 We transform your infrastructure.**
Whether developing new business models or gaining flexibility in cloud services procurement, you get everything you need for a cloud-connected transformation, all in one place.

A large bank modernized its database using Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI), boosting performance by up to 30%.

A global conglomerate revamped its infrastructure, resulting in a highly scalable, secure framework that improved speed to market.

A global higher education institution migrated to cloud from a legacy enterprise resource planning (ERP) system, which helped reduce spending by 43% in infrastructure costs and 55% in database licenses, and improved operational efficiency by 30%.

**3 We transform your experience.**
The Infosys-Oracle alliance provides end-to-end support for enterprise experience transformation, with a special focus on change management.

A leading financial services company in India integrated multiple touchpoints across 200 branches, boosting revenues from digital channels by 10%.

A country’s local authority transformed finance, supply chain, and payroll in a single Oracle cloud platform, leading to a superlative user experience.

A large bank in Australia developed an integrated customer relationship management (CRM) platform on Oracle Cloud CX to deliver a hyper-personalized, omnichannel experience.

Contact us at Oracle_marketing@infosys.com now to reimagine your business realities and transform to a cloud-connected enterprise with Infosys and Oracle.
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